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Referendum to overturn Citizens United, hate Jill Stein bill is bad, Wisconsin
Manufacturers and Commerce, and more...

  

  

MADISON - I spent a lot of time in the State Capitol in Madison this week, and some of it was
inspiring and some of it was appalling.

On the inspiring side, I attended a terrific press conference on Wednesday, where Rep. Lisa
Subeck and Sen. David Hansen discussed the legislation they were introducing for a statewide
referendum on amending the U.S. Constitution to overturn Citizens United. Grassroots
organizers from around the state held up hand-made signs saying how popular the vote was in
their communities for just such an amendment. Here’s our post on this:

Why we need a statewide referendum to help overturn  Citizens United

 On the appalling side, I attended a hearing on a lousy bill to limit the ability of candidates to call
for a recount, even if they agreed to pay for it, and I was astonished by how rude the
Republican legislators on the committee were to their Democratic counterparts, whose
questions repeatedly were interrupted or cut off. Here’s the testimony I gave on this bill:

Why the “We Hate Jill Stein” bill is bad

 Also appalling in the Capitol this week was an effort by Wisconsin Manufacturers and
Commerce to torpedo a good bill brought by Republican Sen. Robert Cowles that would help
homeowners pay to replace their lead water pipes. God forbid we help homeowners deal with a
public health hazard!

WMC opposes bill to help you get rid of lead pipes

 And finally, I went to the Wisconsin Supreme Court this morning to watch the justices debate
whether they should pass a tighter recusal rule. I was disgusted by what I saw:

Hack job at high court in Wisconsin on recusal petition

 But back to the inspiring side of the ledger: It’s Earth Day on Saturday! I’m looking forward to
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http://wisdc.clearsender.com/tracker.php?link=-1393526897::7417::2863315
http://wisdc.clearsender.com/tracker.php?link=-1393526897::7417::2863315
http://wisdc.clearsender.com/tracker.php?link=-743003155::7415::2863315
http://wisdc.clearsender.com/tracker.php?link=2009527459::7416::2863315
http://wisdc.clearsender.com/tracker.php?link=1244757471::7414::2863315
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all the celebrations and protests, and I hope you can join in, too.

 Best,

 Matt Rothschild
 Executive Director
rothschild@wisdc.org

 P.S. Please send us a tax-deductible donation to support our urgent work. Just click  here . Or
mail it in the old-fashioned way: Make the check out and send to the Wisconsin Democracy
Campaign at the below address. Thanks!
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http://wisdc.clearsender.com/tracker.php?link=2091757380::7419::2863315
https://www.wisdc.org/index.php?module=wisdc.websiteforms&amp;cmd=register&amp;h=join

